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“It Pays to Plan ‘em!”
The newspaper movie directory and the paternal
logic of mass consumption
Paul S. Moore

“‘How did we ever do without the movies?’ is the universal comment as dad brings his
delighted brood home from the show.” This scenario opened a 1922 quarter-page advertisement in The Cleveland Plain Dealer, labeled an Early Buying Bulletin (EBB) and headlined
“Tonight’s Movie” (EBB, No. 6, 15 January 1922). The ad copy anchored an illustration of
a trio of children surrounding their mother as she sat in an easy chair reading a newspaper.
The ad was selling the newspaper itself, in particular the movie directory for its capacity to
help plan an evening’s entertainment. The steps before going to the movie were depicted –
two daughters looked over mom’s shoulder at the movie directory while a young son awaited
their choice, poised with mother’s hat and coat in hand. But then father – curiously absent
from the illustration – got to speak the last word on the way home after the show: “How did
we ever do without the movies?” Why was father the one asking this rhetorical question,
when he was not apparent in the planning at home? In the context of a patriarchal family
using the movies to bridge public and private spheres, was the expression of wonderment and
excitement only elevated to a “universal comment” when said by father? Spoken paternally,
the question seems to become a statement of the movies as a measure of social progress. Predictable, orderly leisure and amusement at the movies was now, by 1922, an extension of the
nuclear family’s middle-class home – central to the ideology of mass consumption and thus
at the very center of modernity.
Do not mistake the father or the family as the central actor in this story – it’s all about
the paper! “Tonight’s Movie” was an early entry in a series of nearly 100 Early Buying
B ulletins published by The Plain Dealer between January and August 1922, aiming to educate its readers into being better consumers by using the morning paper’s advertising to
plan reflexively (see Figure 29.1). Each of them was a quarter-page advertisement in the
paper, although labeled and numbered as a series of flyers instructing readers how to be
better shoppers. This particular Bulletin was the first of five addressing the topic of movies, which I will review here in detail as a succinct way to analyze the imaginary place
that moviegoing had just come to occupy within mass consumption in the United States
(Gomery, 1992; May, 1987). In all of them, curiously, it was always the father who decides
what to see on behalf of the entire moviegoing family. Allow me, then, to propose another reading of the advertisement’s juxtaposition of mother and children pictured at home
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Figure 29.1 Cleveland Plain Dealer (15 January 1922)

before the show against father speaking truism after the fact: the newspaper itself takes the
place of the missing father in the illustration – trusted, reliable, authoritative. Elsewhere, I
have argued that newspapers must be central to new cinema history, constituting the mass
public and the normative ideals of early moviegoing (Moore, 2011). The viewing audience
was always already a reading public (Moore, 2012; Warner, 2002). Movies were premediated by newspapers, which were the primary medium of the early twentieth century,
structuring modern knowledge and experience during the emergence of secular, mass
consumption (Barth, 1980; Grusin, 2004). The Plain Dealer’s series of Early Buying Bulletins
collectively instructed metropolitan newspaper readers how to use the morning newspaper
to rationally plan consumption as informed, educated shoppers. Far from austere asceticism, the Early Buying Bulletins offered techniques for intelligently indulging in novel forms
of m iddle-brow consumption for goods that had only just become relatively common luxuries for the emerging middle class (Leach, 1993; Marchand, 1985). To be sure, these goods
were far from universal commodities (Cohen, 2008). But the ideology presented in the
series nonetheless corresponds with an actually expanding urban middle class – especially
in booming industrial cities like Cleveland – who could consider the topics addressed in
the ads, but only if planned and budgeted prudently (Schudson, 1984).
The Bulletin’s cloaking of advertised variety as rational choice placed movies squarely
in line with the norms of a new consumer society (Lears, 1995; Strasser, 1989). Buying
Bulletins offered advice for purchasing such items as automobiles, electric appliances, fashionable clothing, stylish furniture, and family vacations, as well as investment banking and
interest-bearing savings accounts. Yet, the logic of moviegoing remained distinct from these
other forms of consumption and shopping. All five movie-themed Early Buying Bulletins depict an idealized form of moviegoing where the entire family attends together, with an emphasis on father’s responsibility to provide entertainment as an extension of home life. The
diversity of the mass public at the picture show is absent, sublimated into the competing interests within the family – each easily satisfied with one part of an intelligently selected show.
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There are movies for the flappers who wish to cry their pretty eyes out over a love story.
There are funny movies for the little boys, and fairy stories for the little girls. Sometimes
these different movies are all in the same movie show.
(EBB No. 6, 15 January 1922)
Only father was concerned with the cost, time and quality of the show. Early Buying Bulletins
assure him of three things: that the movie directory acts as insurance against time wasted at
a disappointing show; that money spent wisely at the movies is a means of thrift and saving;
and that informed, rational choices transform the novelty and variety of mass culture into
the paternal provision of leisure for the family. These points become a generalized role for
the morning paper as patron and guide to the movies – and to mass consumption itself.

Newspapers as advance agents for movies
Commercial amusements in North America purchased significant daily advertising in newspapers throughout the nineteenth century. Metropolitan newspapers had special advertising
columns at higher costs for big city theaters to use daily (Sargent, 1915: 83). For itinerant
shows touring to towns and smaller cities, planning (or planting) publicity was the work
of “advance agents,” traveling ahead to arrange local contracts and details for the future
date when the show itself arrived. Crucial to this work was a stop at local newspaper offices. Their publicity – notes amidst the “town gossip,” advertisements, and news articles
alike – effectively constitutes our archive of circuits of commercial amusements (Landro,
2002; Moore, 2011). Similar press work was central to the routines of theater and vaudeville
in major cities. Early nickelodeons in metropolitan cities, however, rarely advertised because
there was little need or benefit for audiences to plan ahead. Films were short, and interspersed
with illustrated songs to make a variety show; posters or “barkers” on downtown sidewalks,
or a neighborhood of habitués, sufficed to draw an audience (Fuller-Seeley, 2012). With the
emergence of the multiple-reel feature film and the loosening of the monopolistic Patents
Trust around 1913, new routines of mainstream moviegoing led film producers to adopt the
newspaper’s reliable service of promotion (Gaines, 1990; Staiger, 1990). The success of studios’
continent-wide ad campaigns relied upon the concurrent adoption of daily advertising by
local picture theaters.
Movie advertising and photoplay-themed Sunday pages began in 1913 in many metropolitan newspapers, including The Cleveland Plain Dealer, with just a few earlier exceptions
(Abel, 2015; Moore, 2014). Movie-themed feature pages allowed a critical mass of competitors to act collectively as a directory, drawing enough attention overall to ensure that
each small ad found its neighborhood public. With the serial film craze in 1914, several film
distributors began overt collaborations with newspapers, promoting when and where to
see each of the dozen or more episodes, as their stories first appeared in the paper. The film
industry distributed movies in multi-tiered runs, geographic zones, and timed clearance
policies; serial film advertising effectively created the mass public for movies by instructing
disparate audiences on where they stood within the diversity of locations, prices, and classes
of movie theaters (Moore, 2008). By 1916, film studios began facilitating publicity in standardized form by issuing lavish press books to exhibitors for local use (Miller, 1994). For
example, Paramount’s Artcraft provided a twenty-four-page press book with a catalogue of
advertisements of all sizes and styles and “filler” articles for editors to use; also available were
selections of posters, lobby cards, billboards, slides, even oil paintings of Mary Pickford for
permanent display (“Artcraft Starts Campaign,” 1916).
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The first movie directories in Chicago in 1914 were initially linked to daily stories of film. Launched simultaneously in three competing morning papers, the idea was
widely syndicated and mimicked on a continental scale (Moore, 2014). Universal Pictures’ stories appeared in The Record-Herald with the tagline to “Read the story in the
morning, see it in moving pictures at night.” Pathé pictures had a similar collaboration
with Hearst’s American (and his entire chain), while The Chicago Tribune had its own reporter, Kitty Kelly, review “Today’s Best Motion Picture Story” to create an early form
of film criticism. Soon afterwards, the idea of a city movie directory was generalized
and adopted by nearly all metropolitan morning papers, giving a daily representation
of film distributors’ standardized policies and contracts amongst local exhibitors. The
Chicago Tribune, for example, called its daily movie directory as “a menu that gives you
the widest possible range of choice, with something in it to suit every fancy and every
mood” (“High Class Motion Picture Theaters,” 1915). The “menu” motif, as Richard
Abel (2015) emphasizes, displaced movie-mad culture with consumer choice, a matter of
taste and preference rather than appetite and craving. The directory was also a technology of time-saving efficiency, avoiding “the trouble of t elephoning the theaters in your
neighborhood … and the greater trouble of walking to the different theaters and looking
at the billboards” (“Moving Picture Theaters,” 1915). These qualities of variety and efficiency were twinned when The Plain Dealer’s Movie Directory became a daily feature in
1915, carried forward and made explicit in the 1922 Early Buying Bulletins, which went
a step further by integrating the logic of the movie directory into a general practice of
newspaper-informed consumption.

Advertising, the progressive movie manager
“Tonight’s Movie,” and the all of the movie-themed Early Buying Bulletins, largely ignored the extent to which movie advertising and promotion was dependent on standardized Hollywood production and distribution. The emphasis was on the local directory
and its show times. The ad-buying local showman was singled out as “a progressive movie
manager… a merchant whose stock in trade is entertainment and education” (EBB, No.
6, 15 January 1922). Movies were positioned as a modern business and local showmen as
following modern management techniques (Chandler, 1977; Zunz, 1992). The Plain Dealer’s Daily Movie Directory, in fact, listed only about 40 shows, a minority of the city’s 140
or so theaters (Dannenberg, 1926: 558–559), including Loews, the national chain with a
foothold in Cleveland, and regional chains such as M. B. Horwitz’s Washington Circuit or
the combination run by J. E. Scoville, P. E. Essick, and Howard Reif. The cost of inclusion
in the directory was probably prohibitive for most owners of older, smaller theaters, but it
was nonetheless presented as a plentiful selection: “Whether the movie theater is located
in one’s own neighborhood or downtown, this Directory is a faithful index to all that’s
new or best in the movies, for—they’re all in The Plain Dealer.” This was the final phrase
and ad campaign motto for the entire series of Early Buying Bulletins, where readers were
“taught the advantage of reading dependable advertising before buying anything—shown
how their buying dollar lasts longer, and buys more, when invested in advertised merchandise or service” (EBB, 22 January 1922). The ad claims the movies are the “most inspiring and democratic of all the arts,” subverting the old-fashioned class divide of literature,
arts, and education. The most famous movie stars are equated as superseding great artists:
“‘Mary and Doug,’ Charley Chaplin and Bill Hart will soon have to compete with the
highbrows—and there’s room for all!”
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“Tonight’s Movie” notes two examples as evidence of the photoplay’s established
credentials. First noted is Sir Gilbert Parker, famous Canadian novelist and British parliamentarian, who had spent time “on location” in California. Parker’s 1920 contract to
write original scenarios for Paramount was notable among the gossip columns, where
he was quoted saying that “it was a greater honor to have his name on a successful photoplay than to serve fifteen years in the House of Commons” (“Hollywood Hokum,”
1921). The Early Buyer Bulletin also notes the new book by Columbia University professor, Frances Taylor Patterson, Cinema Craftsmanship (1920). Patterson had established
photoplay writing within the ivy-league university’s English Department (“Columbia
Instructor,” 1920). The book had a chapter on “The Photoplay Market,” which explains in passing the dilemma facing Hollywood in light of its success in becoming the
“most democratic of the arts.” Producers were foolish to pursue the “impossible” task
of “making pictures which will appeal to a universal audience,” she explained. “The
motion picture audience is not a unit. It is made up of people of varied intellectual and
social planes” (Patterson, 1920: 160). The diversity of the audience had to be taken into
account. Pictures often failed financially because of “the failure to get the right pictures
to the right people… The solution is a simple one. Producers should offer different
types of pictures, and there should be corresponding types of theaters in which to exhibit them”
(Patterson, 1920: 159, emphasis added). Patterson correctly identified the problem, but
in proposing a consistent and stable “intellectual and social plane” for every movie
theater, she is still imagining a habitual audience who always attends the same theater
whatever is showing. This would soon come to fruition for art cinemas and highbrow
audiences. In the meantime, for everyday moviegoing, the solution was the newspaper
movie directory, which enabled moviegoers to find their own show (and implicitly their
own class of audience).
Early Buying Bulletins were an “amplification” of an earlier series, Shop First in The Plain
Dealer, which was a campaign to turn “careless readers of advertising into considerate ones,
converting casuals into regulars!” (EBB, 22 January 1922). Begun in July 1918 in the last
months of World War I, Shop First taught women readers on the home front to be more deliberate consumers – using the paper – as a wartime conservation measure with equal parts
patriotic and personal benefits. The series continued long past the end of the war, transformed into an overt “Trade-Mark” for the paper’s “public service” as intermediary between
its readers and its advertizers (SF, 6 January 1919). The Plain Dealer’s Shop First campaign
was adapted across the country in diminished form, with Shop First in The Times-Dispatch
(or Courier-Journal, or Tribune or Chronicle, etc.) standing briefly in 1919 as a type of national
brand advertising for morning newspapers. Near the end of the numbered Shop First series,
The Plain Dealer turned to the movies as part of the “home influence of the morning paper.”
At least seven ads over the next two years proposed various ways to use the newspaper to
make moviegoing more enjoyable and predictable (“Plain-Dealer Advertises to the Fans,”
1920). The film trade took notice and offered praise, in turn: “Good stuff for any newspaper.
It’s circulation building, it encourages the exhibitor to more advertising because he is assured
that the newspaper is thinking of him, and it’s real news to the subscriber” (“From 100% to
Zero,” 1919). Subsequently, The Plain Dealer advertised directly to the moving picture trade
(“Selling Pictures Every Day,” 1919). The Shop First logo and logic was used to advocate for
a “unique co-operation for moving picture advertisers in Cleveland… Plain Dealer readers
(are) a sold-in-advance audience… Shop First movie talks are only one angle of The Plain
Dealer’s many-sided co-operation to moving picture advertisers” (“Unique Co-operation,”
1919, see Figure 29.2).
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Figure 29.2 Motion Picture News (30 August 1919, p. 1744)

Ensuring thrift and savings: “A dime works overtime in the movies”
“‘Well—that was a poor show!’ says an irate father as he brings his brood home after a disappointing evening at the movies.” Thus began another Early Buying Bulletin on the topic of
the movies, using the counterexample of time wasted to extoll the virtues of “The Planned
Movie” (EBB, No. 46, 30 March 1922, see Figure 29.3). By mindlessly stopping at the first
show nearest home, the ad explains, dad had just endured a repeat picture that he did not
even like the first time. The ad chastises the careless patriarch, as if mimicking his own
thoughts to himself: “Well, father, why did you see the same show twice?—Why did you
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Figure 29.3 Cleveland Plain Dealer (30 March 1922)

make such a poor movie ‘buy’?” The solution, shown in the accompanying illustration, is for
father to consult the morning paper’s movie directory while the entire family has breakfast.
To insure against time wasted at the movies and the letdown of a movie you do not want to
see, the family needed to weigh each child’s favorite star and preferred type of show, consider
mother’s concern for what was appropriate for the kids, “avoid the pictures you have seen,
and finally the right movie is planned.” Insurance protected against losses, but it required a
disciplined adherence to planning in advance and acting against happenstance. The movie
directory provided a hedge against dissatisfaction by putting an end to haphazard circumstance in what you see. “The moral for father, mothers, boys and girls is to plan their movies
from the authoritative ‘Movie Directory’ in The Plain Dealer.”
Depicting the movie directory as a type of insurance policy to ensure amusement was
actually more prevalent in the earlier Shop First series. In the first of its kind, the possibility of disappointment was resolved by the paper, “the only way to keep track of them—to
know where the new and the old worth while ones are” (SF, 26 June 1919). The enemy was
the element of happenstance that could lead to bad luck and a bad (or bored) time. Readers
were admonished: “Don’t wander out haphazardly,” (SF, 16 July 1919), and “don’t take a
chance” (SF, 14 June 1920), because “you didn’t have to risk being bored” (SF, 11 October
1921). One ad even made the bold claim that “there is only one safe way” to know when and
where the movies were showing (SF, 23 July 1919). By and large, of course, the insurance
of knowing ahead of time and planning in advance did not tap into anxieties or fears, but
rather assured moviegoers that they were making smart, informed choices. The directory
was routine given this actuarial capacity of prediction and planning for an evening’s fun and
entertainment. “The time to begin to go to a movie is at the breakfast table!” began another
of the five movie-themed Buying Bulletins. “It Pays to Plan ‘em!… Such a procedure prevents
disappointment, insures an evening’s pleasure for young and old, and the best movie-value
for the price you want to pay” (EBB, No. 80, 13 June 1922, see Figure 29.4).
The magic and wizardry of movies as a technological marvel was the subject of another
Early Buying Bulletin, “The Witching Hour,” which juxtaposed the amazing depth and range
of cinematic experience against its affordable cost. “The once or twice a week trip to the
movies is the week’s ‘witching hour’ for most of us,” the ad explained as the pleasures of each
type were extolled – comedy, melodrama, tragedy, travel pictures from across the world.
The real lesson of this particular Bulletin, however, was the value of having this fun at such a
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Figure 29.4 Cleveland Plain Dealer (13 June 1922)

low cost. “For an extremely modest sum we may literally ‘drive dull care away,’… A dime
works overtime in the movies—no doubt about it—and for twenty-five or fifty cents one
can buy a genuine bargain in witching hours!” (EBB, No. 34, 9 March 1922). The assertion
that the movies were affordable, especially in light of the value they provided, first appeared
in one of the 1919 Shop First ads: “Laughing, learning, traveling, thrilling—all for a pittance.
The movies are the least expensive habit of today” (SF, 23 July 1919). This phrase was actually borrowed for a nation-wide iteration of the Shop First ad campaign in August 1919 in
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The Atlanta Constitution, The San Francisco Chronicle, The Cincinnati Enquirer and many other
papers across the United States. “What’s Good at the Movies?… The least expensive habit
of today. Realize the millions of dollars poured into the fifth (largest) industry for your entertainment and enlightenment.” As the movie industry profited, so did the audience? The
fantasy on screen, then, was somehow shared not just as a realized experience amongst the
audience, but also as a realized investment with Hollywood itself. In sum, the value of going
to the movies paid back so much in interesting things that it was better than a bargain –
money spent at the movies was in effect a form of savings!
As a series, Early Buying Bulletins continually reinforced to readers how thrift was a key
skill in modern consumption. Some of the first Bulletins appearing in January 1922 encouraged and explained a contemporary banking tool called a “Thrift Club,” depositing a
prescribed amount weekly for a year, paid out with interest in December just in time for
Christmas shopping season. After memories of wartime austerity, saving for the national
good retained the civic benefits, and the common interest in earning interest was the great
sign of wealth and progress in a new period of growth and building:
Thrift Clubs in our large cities are the most encouraging signs possible of the return
of our national common sense, of our rapid forward march to permanent prosperity.…
The greatest value of the Thrift Club is the drafting of millions of foolish, idle dollars
into useful public service.
(EBB, No. 4, 10 January 1922)
If common good and personal gain could be conflated, so could saving and spending. The
very first Buying Bulletin asserted how
there are two good places to plant your money today—one is in a savings-bank and the
other is in the surplus merchandise now being offered at the annual January sales. In
either place your money is safe and working for you.
(EBB, No. 1, 4 January 1922)
Sales were equated with savings, so that “the safest place to begin buying your 1922 furniture
is in the representative Furniture Sale advertisements in this newspaper” (EBB, No. 17,
5 February 1922). In the consumer ideology, a sale price meant saving, simply because it
was cheaper than a more costly option. Following this logic of sale pricing, the novelty of
self-service grocery shopping was “banking with a basket” simply because it saved the cost
of home delivery (EBB, No. 12, 27 January 1922); and “a good cafeteria is a joy, a comfort,
a money-saver and a very much worth-while convenience” simply because it was thrifty
compared to eating at a restaurant (EBB, No. 18, 7 February 1922).
The idea that the modest, regular cost of moviegoing was actually a form of savings
derived from the depth and degree of enjoyment and wonder on screen, which made
moviegoing worthwhile. The same logic appeared in Buying Bulletins for much more
costly home phonographs and radio listening receivers. In those cases, the logic of weekly
saving in a Thrift Club is replaced by the weekly installments of a major purchase bought
on credit and paid back with interest. As with moviegoing, but on a larger scale, the value
of amusement gained by a player-piano or a phonograph was more than worth the cost.
“The music producing machine which we still call a ‘talking’ machine—which sings
and plays and ‘dances’ as well as it talks. Turn on the tunes—that’s it!” (EBB, No. 40, 19
March 1922). Amusements could now be had at home through radio waves, too. The cost
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of wireless in the home was large enough to require savings or credit planned months in
advance. And yet, readers were assured that “the expense of a modest and good-enough
radio receiving equipment is almost negligible compared with the pleasure enjoyed”
(EBB, No. 71, 24 May 1922). The language of fandom was applied also to modern jazz
music, dancing and radio listening:
Hearing’s believing as well as seeing, and it’s perfectly easy for you to be convinced, to
hear for yourself the songs, music, and talk that’s prancing through the ether hereabouts.
Buy a radiophone and listen in!… First thing you know, you’re a radio fan!
(EBB, No. 68, 17 May 1922)
While father’s taste in movies was presented as the mediator of the entire family’s fandom,
the craze for popular music amongst the younger members of the family was unquenchable;
only a phonograph as a “home magnet” would protect them:
Youth must be served!—either at home or away from home—today’s youngsters are
“crazy” over dancing—where? That’s up to you, dad, isn’t it?… Innocent fun and happiness are on tap in any home where a talking-machine and tripping-feet are in combination.
(EBB, No. 32, 5 March 1922)
Like this imperative to provide a safe home for jazz-age youth, the movie-themed Buying
Bulletins consistently positioned the father as the authoritative consumer in the family. This
differed markedly from most of the series – those concerning actually domestic affairs –
routinely make the mother and wife the authority who knows best. Early in the series,
women readers were assured, “You’re an authority, Mrs. Better Half, on food, dress-goods,
millinery and home-management…” (EBB, No. 3, 8 January 1922). Women’s domestic
duties made them “the most capable Purchasing Agents now in business” (EBB, No. 12, 27
January 1922). Women were at the vanguard of new forms of consumption where men were
hampered by their old-fashioned ways and freighted by their privileges.
Nine women out of ten, especially business-women, get better food in a good cafeteria
than they do at home and for less money… The gentleman is so accustomed to being
“waited” upon, that he imagines that food-shopping will damage his dignity.
(EBB, No. 18, 7 February 1922)
Men also needed instruction from women on the value of being fashionable, because men in
sales or serve “make a better impression when they’re carefully, even modishly dressed” (EBB,
No. 33, 7 March 1922). Women were even the subjects of Buying Bulletins about automobiles
“‘Step inside the car, Madam; you’re more than welcome!’” (EBB, No. 3, 8 January 1922).
Why would the Bulletins make the movies paternalistic, unlike other forms of consumption
that seem to portray a more progressive balance between women and men? Much silent-era
movie marketing was targeted at young women, so why not target mothers? A possible answer
lies in the fifth and final movie-themed Bulletin, which installs dad as the family movie censor.

Father knows best: “Kids are so sophisticated, so movie-‘wise’”
“Children love to ‘play movie’,” noted a fifth movie-themed Early Buying Bulletin, underneath a depiction of three little kids doing exactly this: one dressed up as Bill Hart in cowboy
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outfit; a little girl as make-believe Mary Pickford; and the perpetual boy playing Charlie Chaplin, of course. Espousing the position of a charmed parent, the ad mused how it’s
“wonderful to sit with or near a bunch of kids at the movies—they are so sophisticated, so
movie-‘wise’,” while it then turned to the serious matter of the need for censorship. “There
be high-brows who fear that the movies have a bad influence on the childish mind.” The
possibility of harmful effects was acknowledged, although counted with the argument that
good impressions last longer than bad ones. The conclusion domesticated the debate: “We
may safely leave the choice of the child’s movie to the parent—it’s their responsibility.”
Mother is noted to appreciate “all the help she can get in the entertainment line… for herself as well as the child,” just as father values “an inexpensive, fruitful hour for him and his
best.” But, ultimately the title of the ad sides with the patriarch. It was father who makes the
decision. It was dad who scans the movie directory in his morning newspaper. “Dad wants
a good movie. Dad knows that—they’re all in The Plain Dealer.” Recall how it was father
who opened other Bulletins by appreciating a good time at the movies, and by expressing
disappointment with a poor movie “buy.” More than simply granting him the responsibility
to choose the family’s movie, this Bulletin gave him full authority and power to act as “Dad—
Movie Censor” (EBB, No. 19, 9 February 1922).
Cleveland news readers would likely have known plenty about film censorship. One of
the most prestigious and famous movies ever, D.W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation (1915),
was banned by state censors in Ohio after its initial release, a ban that remained in place for
decades (McEwan, 2008); censorship was still a raw and contentious topic in 1922. Ohio had
been the first state to institute a censor board in 1913, and was the locus of a legal challenge
over the constitutionality of film censorship that went all the way to the US Supreme Court
in 1915 (Grieveson, 2004; Wittern-Keller, 2008). The court decreed moving pictures were
“business, pure and simple” and not protected by First Amendment rights to freedom of
speech and freedom of the press. States, like Ohio, were granted discretion to create censor
boards – a situation that did not change until the 1950s and later. In this context, let me
revisit the Early Buying Bulletins’ esteem for fathers as patrons of family moviegoing. While
dad had authority and responsibility to choose, his impact was merely as the mediator of
the conflicting interests within the family. The threat to father’s authority was not immoral
influence on the kids, but rather the prospect of making an irrational or poor movie choice,
of failing to navigate through the novelty of always new selections of movies, and failing to
be wiser than his movie-wise kids. The movie directory allowed dad to successfully navigate
the map of movie theaters across the city and tastefully select a good show from amongst the
variety on offer.
This vision of the “fourth estate” was a far cry from providing a forum for the democratic debate of truly impactful politics. The Bulletins upend journalism’s privileged place for
newspapers in society as the public forum facilitating dispassionate and reasoned decisions
as core acts of being an informed citizen (Hampton, 2010). Instead, with advertising as its
central function, the newspaper facilitated wise and canny choices as core acts of being an
informed consumer. In esteeming dad’s authority over the family as rooted in his choices as
a consumer patriarch, this vision of the newspaper reserved political power for itself, with
entertainment divorced from newsworthy topics as a matter of novelty and domestic harmony. In appointing dad as “movie censor,” but only within his own family’s private sphere,
moviegoing was implicitly removed from the public sphere, leaving the newspaper itself intact
as the authoritative free voice of reason in civic discourse.
In the Early Buying Bulletins, “The Planned Movie,” with “Dad—Movie Censor” accompanied the cornerstones of modern consumption – automobiles, electric appliances, home
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furnishings and fashions, and home entertainment, too. Planned consumption relied upon
the predictable periodical rhythm of the newspaper to chart a pleasurable course through the
day, week, and season as a series of consumer choices. The movie directory, to be clear, was
merely an informative timetable and chart of what was playing where. It was the conduit for
the final decision of what to see and was reliant upon existing fandom of stars and styles and
movie genres. As the movies became mainstream, newspapers guided the way, presenting a
common banner for the many ways of going to the show. “The Movies” had many genres,
styles, and durations; some were brand-new first-run features, others long-aged second-rate
failures, each seen by audiences of different classes, ages, sexes, racial, and ethnic identities,
seeing movies at different times and places, in different ways and at different prices. Only in
the newspaper directory were these differences collapsed into a mass practice for a mass public. But the directory only worked if moviegoing was habitual and institutionalized, learned
from months and years of repeated attendance complemented by periodical reading of movie
magazines and gossip columns, collecting pictures of stars in scrapbooks, and advance publicity from the larger, illustrated display ads for first-run features at downtown movie palaces.
The directory domesticated moviegoing, bringing it closer to home by promoting the facts –
just the facts –of what was playing at neighborhood theaters. The newspaper’s directory of
show times, mapping movies and stars onto the city’s screens, assured an entertainment that
could not be found at home.
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